Monkeys with bilateral ablations of the inferotemporal cortex (IT monkeys) show a severe impairment of pattern discrimination.
It is also true, however, that IT monkeys can succeed in re-discrimination eventually with prolonged retraining (Iwai and Mishkin 1969; Gross 1973) . None have doubted that monkeys discriminate stimuli on the basis of identification of the patterns indicated within the stimuli, irrespective of the normal (N monkey) or the brain-damaged.
With the progress of research, some data had been obtained which suggested the need for a reassessment of the above general concept concerning pat tern perception by IT monkeys (Iwai et al. 1975 ). The present study was attempted to explore this question, as a first approximation.
Subjects were an IT and a N Rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta).
Before commencing the present study, they had relearned a standard or training task (Pair S in Fig. 1 ). It had been confirmed that they could perform it at the level of 90 or more correct responses out of 100 trials.
Testing was conducted on Pair S and four test pairs ( Fig. 1 ) in a Wisconsin General Testing Apparatus.
Pair S consisted of white patterns of an outline triangle and an outline circle which were indicated on the same dark-gray background plaques. In common through test pairs, as seen in Fig. 1 , the negative stimuli were the same as in Pair S. The positives of Pairs 1, 2, and 3 were variants on the same standard positive; these were formed by means of rotating the standard clockwise by 120ß, anticlockwise by 120ß, and by 180ß, respectively. Therefore, in Pairs 1 and 2 the triangle patterns were identical with that of Pair S and the shapes of background plaques differed with one another, whereas in Pair 3 the triangle was an inverted one and the background plaque was the same. In Pair 4 "Z" pattern was introduced into the positive as a control. Each pair was presented in a session of 10 trials according to the test schedule as shown below the abscissa in Fig. 2 . Response to the positive was rewarded with a piece of raisin and selection of the negative was neither rewarded nor punished. The average % correct performances in an IT monkey were 90, 53, 65, 31, and 57 on Pairs S, 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively (Fig. 2) . On the other hand, a N monkey showed nearly perfect correct responses on each pair. An IT monkey discriminated Pair S well, regardless of alternated and frequent interposition with testing on test pairs (Fig. 2) . This indicated that the failure of an IT monkey in test pairs was clear and definite.
The results would imply that for an IT monkey, unlike a N monkey, the triangle and circle patterns indicated within the test pairs were not equivalent to the same ones of Pair S, respectively. Because, if be equivalent, an IT monkey, like a N monkey, must have performed on the test pairs as well as on Pair S. This would be seen particularly in the result on Pair 3. Whereas a N monkey chose the positive in avoidance from the negative, an IT monkey selected the negative rather than the positive, indicating reversed responses on the same task mutually.
Therefore, the present finding suggested that an IT monkey, unlike a N monkey, discriminated visual stimuli with utilizing some cues other than those patterns by themselves. In other words, in contrast to a general concept, a question may be raised as to whether an IT monkey can identify visual patterns really, and hence as to whether an IT monkey perceives stimuli in the visual world in the same manner as a N monkey does. 
